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Training Concepts and Activities of SADAT A.S.

Depending on requests, SADAT A.S. has ability to perform the basic and
advanced trainings and orientation programmes effectively with the
training teams composed from professionals chosen from a large circle
of reserves at all fields of Armed Forces of Friendly Countries in their
own territories.
SADAT A.S. has an archive of documentations which includes of training
plans, schedules, instructors books and trainees books to open and
implement any courses for all branches and units for the armed forces of
countries all around the world and updates and upgrades this archive in
accordance with the new Technologies and developments and also
keeps ready to anytime use by Professional Teams of SADAT A.S.
SADAT A.S.’s portfolio of trainers (instructors) is composed of young
and experienced professionals who have special skills and capabilities
on their subjects of expertise. Depending on the needs, SADAT A.S. has
possibility to expand the reserve of trainers as well.
SADAT A.S. recognizes that possessing and holding of well-trained
persons as reserves qualified enough to respond all faces of a war
contributes to national defense as much as that possessing technological
and physical defensive instruments at least and also minds and cares
the importance of trainings and courses for individuals, small troops and
special forces.
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Training Concepts and Activities of SADAT A.S.
The significant courses of SADAT A.S. to improve individual skills are;
1. General Training Programmes
a. Individual Combat Training and Small Unit Tactics
b. Special Forces Basic Course
c. Special Forces Advanced Course
d. Aviator/Aviation Courses
2. Module Training Programmes
a. Training Modules for Land Forces
1. Land Operations Training Programmes
2. Sniper/Sharpshooter Training Programmes
3. Protection Training Programmes
4. Advanced Demolition Training Programmes
5. Unconventional Warfare Training Programmes
6. Individual Combat Training and Close Quarter Battle
Course
7. Artillery Forward Observer Training Courses
8. Armored Vehicle Destruction and Hunting Training
Programmes
b. Training Modules for Navy Forces
1. Sea Operations Training Programmes
2. Frogman Basic Training Programmes
c. Training Modules for Air Forces
1. Air Operations Training Programmes
2. Helicopter Pilots Training Programmes
d. Training Modules for Interior Security
1. Border Security Stations Training Programme
2. Basic Police Special Operation Training Programmes
Please visit for more details http://goo.gl/DLpJ4 or just use the QR code
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Sea Operation Training Programmes

Initial Requirements for Courses:
Candidates must have successfully completed some major trainings
before and gained the skills listed below:
1. Knowledge of Basic Military Rules and Techniques
2. 7200 meters run with 20 kg backpack in 52 minutes or less
3. %60 + achievement on rifle and pistol shootings
4. 150 Meters FreeStyle Swim in 4 minutes or less
Candidates showing success during tests of above requirements are
accepted into the sea operations training programmes.

Training Subjects
The sea operations training programmes help enhancing the orientation
to sea in day and night conditions by using different instruments such as
various arms, helicopters, speedboats, rubber boats, electronic
simulation kits, first aid simulation kits and sea mines. The main subjects
of programme are as below:
1. Swimming Course
2. Frogman Course
3. Special Diving Course (Closed-Circuit Diving Equipment)
4. Underwater Attacks to Seacrafts
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Sea Operation Training Programmes
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Underwater Reconnaissance
Underwater Search and Rescue
Underwater Transportation Means
Underwater Team Operations
Limpet Mines

Skills to be gained at the end of the course:
At the end of the Courses, trainees showing the qualifications of;
1. Knowledge and applications of frogman techniques
2. Knowledge and applications of advanced diving techniques
3. Ability to conduct insidious attacks to seacrafts and coastal
subjects by using closed-circuit systems
4. Ability to identify underwater mines and neutralizations
5. Applications of Aquatic Rescue Procedures
6. Applications Search and Rescue in water
Are awarded with “Certificate of Sea Operations Expert”

Duration of Course:
Trainings including theoretical trainings, practices and simulations last 8
weeks in total
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Frogman Basic Training Programmes

Basic frogman training contains using some tools, first aid techniques
and recognizing all underwater vehicles in order to gain ability to work
underwater after two star international divers training.

Initial Requirements for Courses
1. Knowledge of basic swimming techniques
2. 3000 meters run with 10 kg back pack in 30 minutes or less
3. 150 meters free swim in 4 minutes or less
Candidates showing success during tests of above requirements are
accepted into the frogman basic training programmes.

Training Subjects
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Swimming course
Basic rescue course
Basic frogman course
Basic first aid course
Underwater search and rescue
Underwater transportation means
Altitude diving techniques
Underwater team operation
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Frogman Basic Training Programmes
9. Dangereus underwater marine animals

Skills to be Gained at the End of the Courses
At the end of the course, candidates showing the qualification of;
1. Knowledge of basic frogman techniques
2. Knowledge and applications of advanced diving techniques
3. Knowledge of night diving techniques
4. Ability to such as assembly, disassembly and welding under water
5. Knowledge of first aid rules for drowning person
6. Ability to application of search and rescue operation in sea
are awarded with certificates of ''two star diver'' and ''frogman''

Duration of Course
Trainings including theoretical trainings, practices and simulations last 6
weeks in total.
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